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TRAINING DIVER 

SKILLS

YOUR DIVING SELF-IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 

Archaeology
Buoyancy

Cave & Cavern
Deep
DPV

Drift & SMB
Entry-level

Free
General 

Instructor
Marine Life

Medical
Nitrox

Photography
Rebreather
Refreshed
Sidemount

Spearfishing (!)
Technical 

Wreck – it’s all inside ☛
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Gateway to the past
If you’re wondering about focusing your diving by

getting a handle on the UK’s underwater history,

the Nautical Archaeology Society is a good place 

to start. 

The NAS’s international training programme can

provide an introduction to the subject and help

you to build your skills and experience so that you

can participate in projects and fieldwork around

the world – or even run your own projects.

The modular programme starts with a one-day

introduction course and works through the Part I, II

and III certificates towards the Part IV diploma. No

prior qualifications are required.

There is a varied range of courses and field

schools on the NAS website, but those new to

maritime archaeology will be interested in the 

NAS Introduction to Foreshore and Underwater

Archaeology day at Capernwray Diving Centre in

Carnforth, Lancs on 5 September. 

The one-day course with tutor Ian Cundy

includes a mix of theory and practical sessions and

a diving option, and costs £70. It might just point

you in a new direction!

✹ www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org

ARCHAEOLOGY DIVER

Triton does it at Vobster
Basic Archaeological Diver is a unique PADI speciality

course run throughout the year by Triton Scuba on 

a purpose-built survey site at Vobster Quay. 

”The course provides the perfect introduction to

marine archaeology – and it’s great fun,” says Triton.

The two-day course covers the basics of

archaeology under water with simple recording

techniques using little more than a camera, tape

measures and a couple of slates. 

On the theoretical side you will cover the laws

governing divers and underwater archaeology in the

UK, and look into archaeological dating techniques

such as typology and stratigraphy.

Practical surveying techniques, such as photo

mosaic, trilateration and offsets, are covered in the

classroom before moving into confined and then

open water to practise. The course costs £245.

✹ www.tritonscuba.co.uk

BUOYANCY DIVER

Full control in Mexico
Caribbean Mexico is the sort of place where you

need to be confident of your buoyancy skills – if

you’re not, Pro Dive Mexico, a well-established PADI

5* Gold Palm Resort and IDC Centre located at

several 4-5* Resorts along the Riviera Maya and in

Cozumel, can offer the training required.

Its one-day, two-dive Peak Performance Buoyancy

course aims to take Open Water skills to the next

level, and assist in preparations for everything from a

Cavern or Wreck speciality up to professional levels.

”It’s surprising how many divers we see diving

with too much weight because it’s what they were

told they needed on their last vacation,” says Jo

Armitage, one of Pro Dive Mexico’s two Course

Directors, and recent recipient of the PADI Platinum

Award. ”The Peak Performance Buoyancy course will

help you determine how much weight you need for

different diving conditions, and you will also

experiment with different weight positioning to

perfect your trim.

”For many people, diving means kicking, but a

more efficient way to move through the water is to

kick and glide, thus reducing effort and air

consumption. This course is also a must-do for

anyone thinking about using a camera under water.”

The school’s PADI PPB course costs US $227.

The centre suggests putting mastered buoyancy

skills into practice where good control really

matters – with a PADI Cavern Diver course. 

The Riviera Maya is well-provided with clearwater

sites where you can learn about the procedures,

techniques and equipment used, as well as

emergency routines. This two-day course costs $449.

✹ www.prodivemex.com

Core skills with Siren
Of course, you could make sure of your buoyancy

skills before leaving the UK. Siren Diving, the PADI

and IANTD dive centre based in Romsey, Hants,

offers a range of skill-focused courses designed to

make divers more comfortable and efficient under

water. Fundamental is its Buoyancy & Trim

Workshop: ”It takes practice and often involves

adjusting your kit and being properly weighted,”

says Siren.

That’s the vertical plane – how about horizontal

movement in the water? All too often, says Siren,

fin thrust is not directed along the plane of motion,

resulting in changes to trim, buoyancy and, in the

worst cases, silt clouds or damaged coral. 

Its Finning & Propulsion workshop focuses on

good technique, streamlining and various finning

methods, including finning backwards.

Deploying a DSMB is another skill that needs

practice, while line-laying is essential for divers

looking to undertake wreck penetration and cave-

diving. Siren’s Line Laying and DSMB Skills

workshop concentrates on best practice, and the

focus can be shifted depending on experience.

All these two-dive workshops are conducted on

a 1-to-1 or 1-to-2 basis and cost £150 each. 

Book one in July or August and you also receive

a free Diver MoT on the day of your workshop –

a structured dive that gives you the chance to

refresh your core skills with feedback and a report

summarising strengths and areas for

improvement. The MoT normally costs £50.

✹ www.sirendiving.co.uk
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Max a 10-litre
Good buoyancy comes in more than

handy when you’re diving with sharks,

says Euro-Divers Eriyadu in the

Maldives. ”We have many good dive-

sites where you can see lots of big fish

like grey reef sharks, and if you want to

have a better look for sharks and other

big fish, Peak Performance Buoyancy is

the course for you,” suggests the 

dive centre.

By making minor depth

adjustments using breath-control, 

the centre guarantees that you will 

be able to do a one-hour dive on a 

10-litre tank. 

Its two-dive PPB speciality costs US

$140 and can be completed in a day.

✹ www.euro-divers.com

CAVE & CAVERN DIVER

Double penetration
Robbie Schmittner is a National Association for

Cave Diving instructor who in 2007 joined two

systems to claim a new world record for longest

cave system. Simon Lodge is also a NACD

instructor and a TDI instructor-trainer. 

The two have been diving and exploring the

cenotes of Mexico’s Yucatan peninsula for more

than 15 years, and have now teamed up to run

cavern and cave-diving trips for all levels of

experience, combining the Xibalba cave-diving

operation in Tulum with the UK-based operation

Lodge Scuba.

One-week cavern trips are available, with guided

tours around the cenotes and the option of

completing a cavern-diving course.

More experienced divers can spend a week or

more with Lodge and Schmittner on more 

advanced cave-diving and specialist exploring

courses. Sidemount courses are also available and

recommended for more advanced divers. 

The duo will be based in Yucatan for periods of

up to three weeks twice a year. The next trip takes

place on 21 October and one week costs £995pp,

plus flights. The TDI Cavern Diver costs £190, Intro

to Cave Diver £350 and Full Cave Diver £550.

✹ www.lodgescuba.com

DEEP DIVER

Deep in the Canaries
Safari Diving Lanzarote says it can offer the SSI Deep

Diver speciality for £115. There is a minimum of

classwork and you get to do two deep qualification

dives “in our warm clear Atlantic Ocean”,  the cost

including certification. 

And if you and a buddy want to do this speciality,

the second diver is charged at half-price.

You need to be at least a PADI or SSI Open Water

Diver or BSAC Ocean Diver and have good control of

buoyancy and general diving skills. 

This speciality qualifies you to dive to 40m, so it’s 

a useful one to have. 

Quote “OFFER VDIVDP” when you book to qualify

for the half-price buddy offer, which is available in

September, November, December and January. 

✹ www.safaridiving.com

DPV DIVER

Keep up with fish!
The Red Sea Diving College team of speciality

instructors in Sharm el Sheikh say they are standing

by to get you moving faster and with less effort

through the massive fish shoals on Shark Reef and

other local reefs – with their PADI Diver Propulsion

Vehicle one-day course. 

You get two dives from the boat or shore, learn

how to operate and dive with the unit and get the

chance to master DPV etiquette, for 190 euros. 

Other specialities on offer include a range of

rebreather courses starting from 120 euros and

Digital Underwater Photography for 110 euros.

✹ www.redseacollege.com

Ultimate wreck tool
Down the Red Sea coast at El Gouna, Euro-Divers

based at the Mövenpick Resort & Spa also offers

the PADI DPV speciality course but on the well-

known Abu Nuhas ”ship cemetery” (pictured). 

As a result it says that your one day of speeded-

up diving not only gets you certified but allows

you to dive four wrecks in the process.

”DPVs offer a thrilling way to see a lot of

underwater territory in a brief amount of time,”

says the dive centre – you pay 235 euros for the

dives, DPV rental, the course and certification.

✹ www.euro-divers.com

Ride the currents 
The Maldives, meanwhile, provide another argument

for the use of artificial propulsion. 

The atoll channels, with their strong currents,

provide a playground for big fish, and these,

according to PADI 5* IDC centre Prodivers of Kuredu,

are the perfect place for scooter-diving, but you do

need to know what you”re doing. 

Prodivers’ DPV course consists of a short theory

lesson, an instructional dive on the house reef to

hone your skills with the scooter and a second dive

in one of the channels. 

Kuredu Express, for example, is ”on the doorstep”,

and provides the chance for divers to interact with

sharks, rays, Napoleon wrasse and schools of fish.

You pay US $249, which covers the dives, DPV

rental, boat fee, book, diploma and certification fee. 

✹ www.prodivers.com

TRAINING DIVER 



Half-price OWD?
If you have friends or family-members itching to join

in the action under water on holiday this year, or if

you’re looking to move from Open Water to

Advanced Diver, bear in mind Regaldive’s ”buy one

get one half price” offer on introductory dive courses. 

Book one PADI OWD or AOWD course at Red Sea

resorts including Hamata, Marsa Alam, El Gouna,

Soma Bay, Safaga and Hurghada and a buddy gets

the same for half the price (though note that

selected dates apply). PADI Open Water courses start

from £159 each based on two sharing.

Beginner divers can also benefit from Regaldive’s

“Learn to Dive Guarantee” on offer at selected 

resorts. Buy one, get one half-price special offers are

also available on pre-booked dive-packs throughout

the Red Sea.

✹ www.regaldive.co.uk 

Malta for starters
Dive Worldwide Travel sends divers to many far-

flung destinations but it is backing Malta as a

”great value for money” place to learn to dive,

thanks to ”year-round sunshine with excellent

visibility and calm waters”, though it agrees that it

is best dived in the summer months.

Malta, Gozo and Comino offer a spectacular

variety of dive-sites, mainly famed for their wrecks

and caves, it says. For beginners it can put together

a package from £795pp including flights, transfers,

seven nights’ B&B accommodation and PADI Open

Water Diver course with equipment hire.

✹ www.diveworldwide.com
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Mild side, wild side 
Tobago does seem to be one of the holiday

destinations of the moment, offering above-average

Caribbean diving at competitive prices. This summer

tour operator Regaldive is offering savings on

Tobago holidays at a choice of four hotels, including

the new Grafton Beach Resort.

On Tobago you can choose between Caribbean

and Atlantic diving, making it “the ideal destination

to develop your diving and extend your skills”, says

Regaldive. 

With lively but manageable currents on the

Atlantic side it has a point when it says ”we can’t

think of a better destination to complete your 

Drift Diver speciality!”

Book any holiday package with five days’diving

and Drift or any other speciality course with

Regaldive, and get free certification worth up to £35.

Holidays must be taken by 30 September this year.

Prices in Tobago start from less than £700pp for

seven nights’ B&B, including flights and transfers.

Five-day dive-packs start from £237pp.

✹ www.regaldive.co.uk

Liveaboard must
Closer to home, Andark Diving & Watersports in

Southampton runs a range of PADI speciality courses

designed to help you improve your diving, and 

these include the PADI SMB Diver course, on which

you can learn how to deploy and use a surface

marker buoy and a delayed SMB. 

“This is a requirement on most liveaboard

holidays and would certainly come in useful if you

were to book onto one of Andark Diving’s liveaboard

holidays,” it says. Its next courses are on 27 July and

31 August and they cost £75.

Andark also runs the PADI Suunto Computer

Assisted Diving course, which costs £75.   

✹ www.andark.co.uk

Cat safety
Scuba Cat Diving in Phuket, Thailand, says it takes

diver safety very seriously, and encourages every

guest-diver whether on a course or otherwise to be

self-reliant when boat-diving.

The centre dives in an area that can have many

other boats around, so it encourages every diver to

have an SMB and know how to deploy it properly. 

On its liveaboard Scuba Adventure, an SMB is

supplied to each customer at the outset, and on the

check-dive each diver is required to show that he or

she can use it. 

”The first time you send one up can be a challenge

even for seasoned divers,” says Scuba Cat. The dive

guides give a demonstration and then each diver has

to send his or her SMB to the surface one by one. 

“Once the guests are happy with this they can

dive independently as long as depth, time and safety

rules are followed.”

All Advanced Open Water students are taught safe

deployment of an SMB as part of the course, which

costs 13,500 baht (about £245) on Scuba Cat day-

boats (8500 baht on the liveaboard) including

manuals, certification and equipment hire if needed. 

The liveaboard rate starts from 19,000 baht for a

three-day-and-night trip. 

✹ www.scubacat.com

DRIFT & SMB DIVER Summer 
of Safety 

Scuba diving is safer than driving a car, declares

Alun Evans, owner and manager of British

Egyptian centre Elite Diving in Sharm el Sheikh,

”but there is always more that can be learnt”.

Elite’s Summer of Safety campaign is

“encouraging divers to further develop their

inwater capabilities, both to assist in their own

well-being and that of others. Something as

simple as knowing when and how to deploy 

a DSMB can make so much difference”.

Evans welcomes the introduction of this skill

into the new PADI Open Water course, it having

long been compulsory in BSAC Sport Diver.

”Drift-diving accounts for most of the diving

here in the Red Sea, and knowing how to act in

drift conditions, and then to deploy a signalling

device, is priceless,” says Evans.

With every five-day dive-pack booked for

£150, Elite provides either a free SMB workshop

and certificate or a PADI Drift Diver speciality. 

✹ www.elite-diving.com

ENTRY-LEVEL DIVER
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It’s no secret
Secret Paradise at Nirolhumagu, Hulhumale reckons

the Maldives’ new local (populated)-island dive

centres offer the perfect base for budding young

divers to make a start in the sport. 

Children from the age of eight can complete their

PADI Bubblemaker introduction to diving there for

US $65. Maximum depth is 2m and typical sessions

last an hour. The equipment used is made for

children and they are supervised by PADI instructors.

Older members of the family new to diving can

undertake or complete Open Water certification

while on holiday – the whole course costs US $475. 

✹ www.secretparadise.mv

SKILLS 
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FREE DIVER

Star boost at LUX*
All the instructors at Euro-Divers’ LUX* Maldives

resort in Ari Atoll are PADI Advanced Free Dive

instructors and Euro-Divers says the number of

qualifications during its recent Underwater Festival

showed that “freediving is becoming very popular”. 

The Free Dive course includes many breathing

and relaxation techniques, after which it says most

students have doubled their breath-holding time. 

This is followed by duck-dive and fin-kicking, with

some theory taught between the in-water training.

There are no classroom sessions. Minimum age is 10.

The Advanced course is about advanced

breathing techniques and includes two open-water/

controlled environment freedives focusing on safety,

buddy teams, fin-kicking, equalisation, relaxation in

open water, duck-diving and how to use the surface

buoy and line. Minimum age is 15.

Both courses can be finished in one day and each

costs US $180, including certification.

✹ www.euro-divers.com

Emperor Apnea
Red Sea dive centre Emperor Divers Hamata has

introduced breath-hold diving in what it describes

as perfect conditions for the sport – ”year-round

tropical crystal-clear waters, technicolour coral

gardens and marvellous marine life combined with

Hamata’s tranquil and peaceful sanctuary”. 

Based at the Zabargad Berenice Resort, the

centre caters for beginners as well as experienced

freedivers through Alessandro Pinna, an APNEA

Academy Freediving Instructor who can teach to

the equivalent of 3* SSI or AIDA.

Diving can take place on the house reef; from a

dive-boat accessing the nearby Fury Shoals; on the

65m wreck of the Hamada on its side at 15m, or at

Hamata’s spinner dolphin hang-out Sha’ab Sataya.

Courses range from 200 euros for the entry-level

AA/SSI/AIDA First Level through 230 euros for

Second Level to 320 euros for the advanced Third

Level course. A single training dive costs 38 euros. 

✹ www.emperordivers.com

NoTanx, no sweat
“Having taught breathing and relaxation techniques

for 15 years, I’ve seen the amazing improvements for

thousands of scuba divers,” says Marcus Greatwood

of London trainers NoTanx. “But practising and

perfecting these skills in open water can lift your

diving experience to a new level.”

NoTanx’ latest all-inclusive trip to Marsa Alam in

Egypt runs from 12-24 September and, with its Open

Water course, costs £1224. Formal training fits beside

reef-diving, skills development and the chance to try

cave-freediving and sled (No Limits). Everything is

said to be geared towards enjoying the ocean – from

optional sunrise yoga to a “Desert Freedive Cinema”.

Courses are open to all levels. The one-day

Foundation Course in the UK is required (held on the

first Saturday of each month) at a cost of £139. 

✹ www.notanx.com

GENERAL DIVER

SSI afloat in Red Sea
Since starting in 1970, Scuba Schools International

(SSI) says it has grown to include more than 30

service centres and is represented in more than 110

countries with more than 2500 international

locations. Now SSI courses are available on the blue o

two Red Sea liveaboard fleet through its instructors.

Courses available include Deep Diving, Nitrox and

Recreational Sidemount up to Advanced, and prices

start from £90 (ex certification fees and materials),

says blue o two, and can be completed during your

holiday on any of its vessels.

✹ www.blueotwo.com

TRAINING DIVER 
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Unlimited training
for under £20?
Unlike most organisations and dive schools, the

member-clubs of the Sub-Aqua Association (SAA)

don’t charge for courses. Their instructors work for

free, and yet the SAA offers qualifications recognised

the world over, it says.

The training agency is the UK’s issuing authority

for the international CMAS qualifications. Its clubs are

independent but work together to maintain what it

says are ”very high standards of training, safety and

friendliness”.

Why join an SAA club? Individual skills and

qualification courses rapidly add up, says the

organisation, but access to every qualification

offered is covered by the membership price of your

club, which is usually £20 or less a month. 

If the course is local, it’s free, and all diver grades

fall into that category except for the very highest.

Even if the course is national, the fee charged is only

enough to cover the venue and travel costs for the

volunteer instructor.

A wide variety of courses is offered, says the SAA,

from a Scuba Tune-up to Instructor, Boat-Handling,

Oxygen Admin, Chartwork & Navigation, Rescue

Diver and even Self-Reliant Diver training – all

available to SAA members at cost price. 

✹ saa.org.uk

Can’t stop writing
S.C.U.B.A. AG is a relatively new diver training agency

based in

Switzerland

– the name stands

for Swiss Company

for Underwater

Breathing &

Activities. It serves

dive professionals in

English, Dutch, French and German.

”What makes us special is that we already have a

complete set of instructor and student materials in

several languages,” says S.C.U.B.A. In its two years of

existence it has already published 89 titles plus

supporting materials for instructors, reflecting a wide

range of courses and specialities.

”Worldwide this places us at third rank in the

diving industry with respect to available training

aids,” it claims.

✹ www.scuba-international.com

Alpha’s Cyprus deals
Alpha Divers in Larnaca, which calls itself ”the

Zenobia Specialist” after Cyprus’s famed ferry wreck

attraction, says it is the only dive centre on the 

island with its own 22-diver capacity boat and eight-

diver RIB, ”allowing full flexibility for your diver

progression”.

It also claims to be the only dive centre in the

Mediterranean able to offer the full range of

qualifications. It provides PADI 5* Instructor

Development courses for 650 euros and PADI 

TecRec (Tec40, 45 and 50 courses for 250 euros 

each, minimum two people). Disabled Divers 

International (DDI) and DAN Instructor training is

also on the menu.

Open Water Divers can complete a suite of five

specialities – Deep, Wreck, Digital Underwater

Photography, Nitrox and Underwater Navigation –

in 13 dives over six days for 750 euros, plus the

Advanced Open Water Diver course free.

Alternatively, you can buy two specialities and get

the third one free.

Alpha Divers says it can arrange flight, luxury

accommodation and car hire as well as diving for 

you if requested.

✹ www.alpha-divers.com

Spec Savers weekend
Oyster Diving is offeringdivEr readers 10% 

off when they book any two PADI speciality

courses during its ”Spec Savers” weekend at the 

National Diving & Activity Centre at Chepstow

on 23-24 August. 

Possible spec options include Nitrox (normally

£145), Deep Diver (£195), Wreck (£245),

Underwater Digital Photography (£245), 

Drysuit Diver (£145) and Peak Performance

Buoyancy (£145).

Depending on your choice of specialties, you

may even be able to complete a third course. 

Once you have completed five specialties and

have your Rescue Diver and 50 logged dives you

can apply to become a Master Scuba Diver.

Chepstow offers the ideal playground to

complete these specialties, says Oyster: ”Its

crystal-clear waters are filled with interesting

wrecks, aquatic life and training platforms.”

✹ www.oysterdiving.com

Aquanauts Grenada reckons it can sort out a

lot of individual diver hang-ups in the time you

spend holidaying on the Caribbean island. 

If, for example, you worry that you need a lot

of air, it suggests that you become a Sidemount

Diver. If you get cold easily and hate that dry-

mouth reg feeling, it offers the chance to

sample rebreather diving. 

If you simply feel the need to go deeper,

Aquanauts says it can help you to do that safely

as a TDI Advanced Nitrox and Decompression

Diver or with the PADI Tec Deep courses.

A Peak Performance Buoyancy course can

solve fundamental problems, and if you simply

want to be a better wreck-diver, Aquanauts

insists that Grenada is the ideal location for a

Wreck Diver course, with more than a dozen

wrecks minutes away from True Blue Bay

Resort by boat straight from the dive centre. In

July and September the resort offers packages

for buddies (half-price) and single divers.

✹ www.aquanautsgrenada.com

Troubleshooters

TRAINING DIVER 
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MARINE-LIFE DIVER

IDC in Tobago
Tobago, with its southern location outside the

hurricane belt and varied diving attractions, keeps

coming up on the diving radar.

Sportif Dive is offering instructor development

courses there, to get you from PADI Dive Master to

Open Water Scuba Instructor in two weeks. 

Candidates staying at the recently refurbished 4*

Blue Waters Inn on the west coast are promised a

new dive centre with air-conditioned classroom

onsite, two new dive-boats and more than 25 dive-

sites ”on your doorstep”,  offering a wide range of

conditions. 

You’ll have to hurry for the next one, with flights

leaving Gatwick on 9 July and the course running

from 10 July up to the instructor exam by 22 July, but

there will be more. Including flights and transfers, 

14 nights’ B&B accommodation, PADI Instructor

Development Course and EFR (Emergency First

Response) Instructor course, the price is £1995pp,

with course materials, registration and exam fees

payable locally. 

✹ www.sportifdive.co.uk

No distractions
If you prefer to avoid the distractions of overseas

climes while working on an Instructor qualification,

PADI 5* IDC facility 4th Element offers two-day

Instructor Development

Courses for £350 excluding

materials – coming up this year

in Whittlesey, Pontefract and

Rugby (we’re sure those places

have their own distractions, of course). ”We offer the

full range of instructor courses, two classrooms, ideal

facilities and a friendly atmosphere,” says the centre.

✹ www.4thelement.co.uk

INSTRUCTOR

Know your fish
UK-based travel company Dive Safari Asia has added

a new programme to its guided tours of the Asia-

Pacific region to help divers improve their ability 

to identify marine life. It is being applied in key

locations in terms of marine biodiversity, such as Raja

Ampat and Komodo in Indonesia, Palau and various

locations in the Philippines.

Participants are provided with a compact camera,

identification slates and blank drawing slates for the

duration of the tour. Following evening theory

sessions, a set of tasks and challenges is completed

throughout the day’s diving to build understanding

of fish behaviour, identification and general

knowledge of the marine environment. 

Evening presentations by resident marine

biologists of dive resorts also feature throughout the

tour. Included in the price of £325pp (in addition to

the

tour price) is a Helmut Debelius Asia-Pacific Reef

Guide, ID slates, a CD with your images and use of a

laptop throughout the tour.

The next available tour is the Oceania Safari,

featuring the Philippines, and the Palau Safari, which

takes place from 1-16 May, 2015. See the website for

details and prices.

✹ www.divesafariasia.com

Ways of the rays
Love manta-diving? It gets better the more you

understand the ways of the rays. The Manta Diver

distinctive speciality from Euro-Divers at the

Sheraton Maldives Full Moon Resort & Spa consists

of two training dives during manta season, which

runs from June until October.

The fee for this speciality is US $275 (dives $116,

boat fees $30$, dive gear $49 and certification 

fee $80), with the normal training fee waived for

divEr readers. 

Divers need to be qualified at least to Open

Water Diver level.

✹ www.euro-divers.com

Do the Biorock
Reefs worldwide constantly struggle to survive the

threat from dynamite fishing, waves, storms, 

strong currents, coral-bleaching and rising sea

temperatures. Trawangan Dive in Gili Trawangan,

Lombok, Indonesia has teamed up with the Gili Eco

Trust to help protect and regenerate local reefs using

Biorock technology. 

Claiming one of the world’s largest concentrations

of Biorock structures, it is said to be one of the only

places where you can learn about Biorocks and help

to create and maintain them.

Its two-week courses, held quarterly, include

training in coral and substrate ID, coral ecology,

blue o two’s “Project Shark: Simply

the Best“ itineraries take in the

Brothers and Daedalus offshore

reefs in the Red Sea. They are

designed to give divers the

opportunity to learn more about

the biology and behaviour of

sharks, with nightly lectures from

a representative of the Red Sea

Sharks Trust, founded by marine

biologist Elke Bojanowski, who

collects population data on

oceanic whitetips.

The next two Project Shark trips

on the liveaboard blue Horizon

leave on 24 and 31 October from

Hurghada and Port Ghalib and

cost £1399 and £1249

respectively.

✹ www.blueotwo.com

Project Shark
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Biorock technology and how to identify damaged

coral reefs. You’ll do two dives daily, including ”reef

gardening” and designing, building, welding and

sinking of your own Biorock. 

At the end of the course you receive the PADI

Distinctive Speciality certification. Shorter versions of

the speciality are available. 

✹ www.trawangandive.com

Shark, ray & turtle
Prodivers Kuredu, one of the biggest dive centres in

the Maldives, offers both shark & ray and turtle

courses – because it has cause to be confident of

locating its subjects.

The theory section of its Maldivian Shark & Ray

Diver course includes detailed information about the

various species, with emphasis on those

encountered in the Maldives. On the dive at a known

shark spot, the goal is to spot the creatures and apply

what has been learned about them.

Prodivers’ Sea Turtle Diver course follows a similar

format – students learn about the habitat,

reproduction, hunting and feeding habits and the

identification of turtles, especially the species found

around the Lhaviyani Atoll. 

During the dive at Kuredu Caves you can expect

to encounter one of the largest communities of

greens and hawksbills in the Maldives. 

Both programmes cost US $125, including course,

boat fee, dive and certification.

✹ www.prodivers.com

Spot the shark!
At Camel Dive Club & Hotel in Sharm el Sheikh in

Egypt you can sign up to learn more about the

sharks that the club says are regular sightings,

especially during summer. 

Camel reports that all its instructors are now

qualified to teach the PADI AWARE Shark

Conservation speciality course, with the aim of

informing divers and protecting the animals. 

The programme includes two open-water

training dives, a Powerpoint presentation and a

knowledge review and costs 130 euros, plus a 35-

euro certification fee.

Camel suggests that you get the best out of

your course by combining it with a trip by its

“superfast” speedboat to the Strait of Tiran – up to

20 hammerheads were spotted by Camel’s guests

on the outer part of Jackson Reef last summer. 

✹ www.cameldive.com

MEDICAL DIVER

Be a life-saver!
How confident are you that you could recognise

and treat diving illnesses and injuries at a more

advanced level than Emergency First Response

(EFR) or First Aid?

The Diver Medical Technician course run by

Code Blue Education sets out to arm you with the

knowledge to deal with virtually any diving-based

medical emergency. Commercial divers have to do

this course, and their accident and mortality rates

are lower than among sports divers. 

The 10-day, 80-hour course consists of theory

and practical sessions covering vast areas from

intermediate life-support with advanced airways

to spinal immobilisation and suturing. Pass your

assessments and you will be a certified DAN Diver

Medical Technician, valid for two years. 

You need to be over 18, hold EFR/First Aid

certification and be a Rescue Diver (or equivalent)

or above. The course is run at Code Blue’s Brentford

Training Centre in west London and costs £750,

including all study materials and equipment.

✹ www.thedivermedic.com
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Thresher spec
Malapascua Island off Cebu in the Philippines is

the only place in the world where you can

reliably dive with one of the most beautiful and

graceful of sharks, the thresher, and Thresher

Shark Divers offers a unique PADI speciality

course to teach you all about them. 

Divers who sign up are also promised to find

out more about sharks in general, including

their biology, reproductive and social behaviour.

There is also a strong emphasis on conservation. 

The course includes plenty of photos and

videos, including mating behaviour and rare

footage of thresher sharks feeding by slapping

their tails into schools of fish. 

And you get two thresher-shark dives into

the bargain (be prepared for a very early start!) 

The course costs £120, but mentiondivEr

when you book and you’ll get a 15% discount. 

The dive centre will also make a donation to

Project AWARE on your behalf and you receive 

a special shark certification card. 

✹ www.thresherdivers.com

TRAINING DIVER 
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Enriched on the GBR
Deep Sea Divers Den is a PADI 5* Career

Development Centre and says it was the first of its

kind in Cairns in Queensland, Australia. It is also the

longest-established dive company in Cairns (this

year is its 40th in business) and specialises in training

from PADI Open Water up to Instructor level. 

DSDD offers PADI Nitrox courses aboard the TAKA

Ribbon Reef Explorer, which undertakes four-night

expeditions to the Cod Hole (pictured) and northern

areas of the Great Barrier Reef. 

The TAKA Ribbon Reef Explorer departs every

Thursday and the trip starts at Aus $1070, including

reef tax. The PADI Nitrox Course and tank fills cost an

extra $300.

✹ www.diversden.com.au

PHOTOGRAPHY DIVER

Weekend workshops and

courses in underwater

photography are available in

Kinsale, Co Cork, with well-

known practitioner John Collins. 

Based on dive operator

Oceanaddicts’ dive liveaboard

Embarr, students can choose

from a Level 1 Beginners course

with compact cameras, Level 2

Advanced Compacts using

supplementary lenses and flash

(both 335 euros each) or a Digital

SLR weekend workshop for

advanced photographers (395

euros). Prices include two nights’

B&B and lunch, diving and

workshops.

New for 2014 is ”The GoPro

Revolution”, a weekend film-

making workshop.

Prices for this start at 335

euros, including two nights’ B&B,

lunch and snacks, three open-

water dives and workshop.

✹ www.oceanaddicts.ie
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Workshop in Ireland
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In focus with Rashid
Underwater photographer Saeed Rashid is hosting

three more of his In Focus liveaboard workshop

weeks with blueotwo this summer, providing a

chance for divers to improve their skills while

enjoying access to a wealth of subject matter in the

Red Sea and the Maldives. You can take your own

camera or hire the gear.

Upcoming itineraries include Red Sea North

aboard blue melody for £1149 from 25 July and

Maldives North from 6 September aboard blue

”Honors Legacy” (£1799).

✹ www.blueotwo.com

One to one
Fishinfocus Underwater

Photography is run by

instructor Mario Vitalini for

divers of all experience levels,

with regular courses at Flippers

n Fins Dive Centre near

Guildford. Most popular, he

says, are private one-to-one

sessions, a chance to hone your

skills at your own pace.

There are also group courses – Level 1 designed to

show you how to get the most from your compact

camera and Level 2 introducing strobes and lighting. 

Vitalini also claims to be a good source of honest

advice when it comes to buying the right cameras,

housings and accessories – which you can of course

purchase at Flippers n Fins. 

”Underwater photography is not about having

the flashiest kit – it’s about getting the right camera

and knowing how to use it,” he says. And he has a

divEr offer price for a one-to-one course of £175

(saving £50 or 22%).

✹ www.fishinfocus.co.uk

North and south
Oonasdivers has Red Sea photo-workshops covered

this year, putting its faith in Mark Webster on a

liveaboard in the north and Patrick Shier diving from

shore in the south. Webster’s is said to be an informal

approach but he is available all day aboard mv Juliet

to answer questions as well as giving daily

presentations on particular themes. 

Running for a week from 12 October, the trip costs

£1245pp including flights, transfers, seven nights’ full

board, six days’ diving and workshop.

Shier is said to be ”the perfect tutor” for beginners

and those using compacts, and his

pitch will be Red Sea Diving

Safari’s eco-village Marsa Nakari.

He aims to give students the skills

to graduate from ”point, shoot and

hope for the best” to becoming

competent underwater

photographers. 

This week, from 27 August, is

priced at £995 for flights and

transfers, seven nights’ full board 

in a tent, five days’ diving and

course. An extra day’s diving can

be added for £35.

✹ www.oonasdivers.com

TRAINING DIVER 
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Early 
warning
You have to book early 

for the more popular 

photo-workshops these

days and, according to

Oonasdivers, Alex Tattersall-

led trips count 

among these.

Following what we 

hear was a successful

Philippines trip early this

year, he is leading another

to Indonesia from 15-28

March next year.

Guests spend six nights in Lembeh and another

six nights in Manado with Ecodivers, and the 10 days’

diving (three dives a day) features a mix of both

wide-angle and macro photography opportunities.

The workshop concentrates on techniques,

composition, focus modes, subject selection and use

of shallow depth of field and slow shutter speeds.

Expect relentless enthusiasm for Nauticam

equipment too, the host being the founder of

UnderWaterVisions / Nauticam UK.

Flights, full-board accommodation, transfers and

workshop are priced at £2750pp, with a £110

supplement for unlimited nitrox.

✹ www.oonasdivers.com

Digital doorway
Euro Divers Grand Hotel Hurghada believes that

Digital Underwater Photography is one of its best

speciality courses, and holds photographic

contests over two-month periods with prizes for

guests who put their new knowledge to good use. 

The next contest starts in November but you 

can do the course at any time with a speciality

instructor for 30 euros on top of the price of the

two dives included (44 euros). 

Student materials cost 45 euros and certification

is 40 euros.

✹ www.euro-divers.com

Winter workshop
Talking of manufacturer-based training, INON UK

sells photographic equipment from the Japanese

maker and also runs a series of camera courses from

entry-level upwards at home and overseas. 

For a week from 11 November the team will be

based at a favoured Egyptian location, Roots Dive

Camp at El Quesir, to run its Underwater

photography course/workshop.

The package put together by The Scuba Place

includes the training element, with seven nights’ soft
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Capture Truk
The WW2 wrecks ranged at various depths in

the clear Pacific waters of Truk Lagoon 

provide a dream seascape for underwater

photographers, and Gerald Rambert will make

the most of the opportunity with his 10-night

photography trip there from 2-12 September. 

Rambert will provide presentations covering

everything from composition and lighting to

wide-angle and macro and the use of

Photoshop, and will be on hand to give advice

both in and out of the water. Trips focus on the

needs of the individual, he says, and follow a

relaxed pace to ensure that you have the time

to improve and perfect the techniques.

The price of £3135pp includes 10 nights on

Truk Siren (twin-share), all meals, snacks, soft

drinks and beer, up to four dives a day, tuition

and presentations, equipment rental and 32%

nitrox fills – and ifdivEr readers book by 31

July, they can save 10% on the price.

✹ wwww.sirenfleet.com

Pacific fortnight 
If you attend a photography workshop at Manta

Ray Bay Resort on the Pacific island of Yap, 

no prizes for guessing what one of your main

subjects will be! 

Manta Fest is a two-week international event

at which professional photo-journalists offer

classes on camera equipment, animal behaviour,

lighting, exposure, developing RAW files and

editing tricks and tips. This year’s presenters are

David Fleetham, Marty Snyderman, Frank

Schneider and Ray Bullion, and the dates are 23

August to 7 September. 

The pros dive with the boat groups and follow

up on workshop classes in and out of the water.

From the camera housing to the laptop, lessons

and workshops are given daily, with nightly

media presentations at the open-air bar. 

The photographers also compete for US

$25,000 in prizes, including a luxury liveaboard

grand prize with Dive Damai. Categories are

DSLR and non-DSLR with wide-angle to macro

photo submissions. Every participant is promised

to go home with sponsor prizes. 

Also offered at the resort at any time is a

PADI/SSI Manta Ray Awareness speciality

certification course, including a short classroom

session and two dives, all of which costs $75. 

Weekly B&B rates are unchanged during

Manta Fest – $1419 including taxes and transfers.

✹ www.mantafest.com
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Hollis discount
PADI Course Director Filippo Molina conducts

professional courses and in particular IDCs at the

Marina Diving Centre in Loano near Genoa on Italy’s

north-west coast. This year he became Hollis

Ambassador for Italy and started offering courses for

recreational divers with Hollis Explorer rebreathers. 

Molina maintains that the Explorer is so

easy to use that any Open Water Diver or

AOWD with nitrox certification can take part.

If you have a Deep Diver certification, you

can use the unit down to 40m. 

Rental of the unit is included in the price

of either a four-day PADI Rebreather Diver

or Advanced Rebreather Diver course –

which Molina is reducing from 500 to 350

euros plus the price of dives for any divEr

reader who would like to book.

✹ www.filippomolina.com

Rec CCR in Utila
Utila Dive

Centre says it

has been

seeing a

trend of very

experienced

divers

seeking its

closed-circuit

rebreather

training at a recreational level to enhance their dive

experience and extend dive times. It says its Bay

Islands location in the Caribbean offers ”idyllic”

conditions for training and diving year-round.

UDC’s PADI recreational rebreather courses last

three to four days and cost US $920, including

materials, unit hire and gases. If successful at the end

of the course, you will be certified to dive CCR to a

depth of 30m within recreational limits.

✹ www.utiladivecenter.com

(drink) all-inclusive chalet accommodation, six days’

unlimited (daylight) house-reef diving, 10 guided

local shore and RIB dives, a two-dive day-trip to the

Salem Express, a night dive and transfers for £1349pp

(two sharing).

✹ www.thescubaplace.co.uk

Moving images
Director and TV cameraman Jeff Goodman is leading

a series of courses aimed at improving the art of

underwater video production while appreciating

marine-life diversity. The author of A Guide to

Underwater Wildlife Video & Editing hosts the courses

in Cornwall, the Red Sea and Portugal. 

The UK courses, run in association with Atlantic

Scuba (Falmouth), are said to be tailored for

everyone from beginners to budding professionals. 

You bring your own cameras (including GoPros)

and lights, plus a laptop with editing software should

you decide to do the full five-day video-plus-editing

course option. This costs £388 including six dives,

whereas the five-day video-only course, with 10

dives, costs £448. 

A two-day weekend session, with four dives, costs

£163. Club discounts and free places for group

leaders are available.

Courses are also held in the Red Sea at Marsa

Shagra and the Algarve in Portugal (£795 for a full

course with seven nights’ accommodation and

transfers from 4 October). 

✹ www.jeffgoodman.co.uk

Swanage studio
Swanage in Dorset is a popular UK dive location,

and compact-camera specialist Maria Munn has

opened a studio there to help

beginners to intermediates

”take beautiful photos in just

a few hours”. 

Tailor-made evening, half-

day, full-day and weekend

courses suitable for

individuals or dive clubs are

available with refreshments,

home-made cakes and even a

barbecue provided.

The studio’s location in a caravan and camping

park provides divers with accommodation options

ranging from tents to log cabins with their own

Jacuzzis. An on-site bar and shop are also to hand. 

One-day courses and talks can also be run in

Frome, Somerset or at your own dive-club across

the country. Prices start from £50pp.

✹ www.oceanvisions.co.uk

REBREATHER DIVER
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Bubble-free Borneo 
English-owned Borneo Dream Travel & Tours has

been operating for seven years and runs two

PADI 5* dive resorts at the Sutera Harbour and

Gaya Island hotels in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah. 

Diving is year-round, although May to August

is the most popular time to visit for divers

wanting to explore the Usukan Bay World War

Two wrecks. 

The operation caters not only for travelling

rebreather divers but for those wishing to 

learn, with its TDI Closed Circuit Rebreather

courses using APD Evolution rebreathers 

starting from £906. 

For existing intermediate rebreather divers, the

TDI Mixed Gas CCR course is an option – while a

location of this sort is likely to prove rewarding

for anyone undertaking a Wreck Diver speciality.

✹ www.borneodream.com

TRAINING DIVER 
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Red Sea CCR
New from tour operator The

Scuba Place are the PADI

Rebreather and Advanced

Rebreather Diver courses, diving

on the Hollis Explorer recreational

bubble-free kit. 

PADI Course Director Ryby

Stonehouse of Blue Ocean Diving

is hosting certification trips at

Roots Luxury Dive Camp in El

Quseir, Egypt, in September and

October this year. 

The full course, flights, transfers,

soft all-inclusive accommodation

in a deluxe chalet and unlimited

diving comes in at £1799pp and,

given the nature of the training,

The Scuba Place warns that spaces

are limited, so get in fast!

✹ www.thescubaplace.co.uk

Balmy LSD tune-ups
Had a long lay-off from diving, or need to hone your

skills after a referral before doing your Open Water

dives? The London School of Diving (LSD) reckons it

has refresher courses covered in its balmy 34°C pool. 

Its three-hour Scuba Tune up covers everything

from mask-clearing to emergency ascent

procedures, it says, and you can use your own diving

equipment if you want. The session costs £69-£99.

The two-hour Rescue Tune-up (£69) allows Rescue

Divers who have not practised their skills in a while

to go through the techniques in preventing

problems and raising awareness of dangers before,

during and after a dive. ”This is a rigorous and

rewarding course,” says LSD. 

Finally, LSD offers a one-hour Buoyancy Tune-up

(£25) for Open Water Divers up, helping them to

master buoyancy control using various techniques,

including proper weight placement and vertical

hovering. The LSD tune-ups are all run weekly.

✹ www.londonschoolofdiving.co.uk

SIDEMOUNT DIVER

So many reasons
Euro-Divers at El Gouna’s Mövenpick Resort & Spa in

Egypt reckons the PADI Sidemount and Self-Reliant

Diver courses complement one another, allowing

divers to fully manage their air consumption but 

also, with streamlined tanks, to be free in their

movements, especially for underwater photography.

Sidemounting, which originated among cave-

divers, has been adapted for recreational diving. It

allows increased gas supply and, with your first stage

readily accessible, added security. 

The course can be completed in two days for 275

euros, including four dives and certification, or you

can combine the two courses for 450 euros.

Euro-Divers Spain is also embracing the approach.

”Being able to see your valves and first stages is

comforting in case of an incident,” it says. ”It will also

improve your profile, trim and streamlining as well as

improve your buoyancy skills and gas management.”

The 350-euro course also gives divers a taste of tec

training, says the centre, and existing tec divers can

learn other DSAT technical courses such as Tech 40

up to Full Trimix while configured for sidemount. 

✹ www.euro-divers.com

Trying and buying
i Dive Dahab in Egypt says it can offer a wide range

of sidemount jackets for visiting divers to try out

and choose from. For new sidemount divers, it can

combine this gear-testing with an SSI Recreational

Sidemount course, which means four dives for 149

euros, plus certification costs. 

If you decide to buy a sidemount system later,

half of the course price is deducted from the price

of the equipment.

If requested by at least four candidates, i Dive

offers SSI Instructor training in August, including

Perfect Buoyancy and the Search & Rescue

speciality instructor licence.

At any time in the summer it offers SSI

crossovers to your instructor level for 495 euros.

✹ www.i-dive-dahab.com

SPEARFISHING DIVER (!)

Be a lionfish-hunter
Becoming a trained killer is not every diver’s cup of

tea, but it’s now fashionable in those parts of the

Caribbean where the invasive lionfish is threatening

the balance of reef life, and is regarded as verminous. 

Volunteer expedition organiser ReefCI in Belize

reports that in the first quarter of the year staff and

guests removed 2340 lionfish from the island where

it operates. Data from dissections was recorded for

the Belize Department of Fisheries and NGOs.

ReefCI has a Lionfish Special Week starting 14 July,

and guests are invited to ”spear them, dissect them,

analyse them, eat them, record them, and help dry

their spines for a jewellery project, then wear them!”

You can hardly say they died in vain!

ReefCI operates its dive trips 11 months of the

year to the remote private island. A ”one-week” trip

(weekends are not included) costs £795 but you can

stay for up to eight weeks if you want (£4960). 

Prices include all diving, kit, island transfers, meals,

accommodation and survey methodology training. A

PADI Open Water course is also included if needed.

✹ reefci.com
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Chill lives the dream
Mark Chilton, aka ”Chill”, has turned his dreams into

reality by opening his own Red Sea Technical Diving

Centre in Sharm el Sheikh. Chill first went to Sharm in

2003, worked as a technical instructor and guide and

his long-planned venture is called Chill-Tec Diving.

Chill (right in picture) says he has completed dives

as deep as 165m, and that many technical instructors

and instructor-trainers choose to dive with him

regularly to increase their depth limits beyond 100m.

As a PADI TecRec (DESAT) and TDI Instructor, he

offers all technical instruction from your first tec

breaths to full trimix, both open-circuit and CCR.

If you want to undertake technical courses at any

level ”summer in Sharm is the best time to start,” he

says. Whether booking courses or dives, one diver

pays full price and up to three others pay half. 

Examples of TDI course prices are Advanced Nitrox

& Deco Procedures 640 euros and Advanced Trimix

1000 euros, including equipment but not

certification fees or student materials. An entry-level

PADI Tec40 course costs 345 euros.

✹ www.chill-tec.co.uk

Go tec afloat
Technical diving has become increasingly popular,

allowing divers to go that bit deeper for that bit

longer, and tour operator blue o two aims to

provide all the training and kit necessary for those

who are interested. 

It offers PADI TecRec courses on its Red Sea

liveaboards, and the complete course is an

integrated sequence of the three sub-courses: Tec

40, Tec 45 and Tec 50. This gives you the flexibility

of completing them in a row or taking each course

with a break in between. The first two cost £300

each (including kit and gases). Tec 50 costs £400.

You can complete your technical training under

the supervision of blue o two staff or, if you haven’t

technically dived in a while, they can offer a range

of mini-workshops over a week, including

refreshers on kit set-up, dive-planning and skills.

✹ www.blueotwo.com

Red walls of Murter
Najada Diving was established 11 years ago on the

Adriatic island of Murter off Croatia (nearest airports

Zadar or Split), and is a PADI 5* IDC resort. 

Some 40 dive-sites are accessible from its boats in

the Kornati National Park, including the Francesca di

Rimini wreck and red gorgonian in Babuljasi.

Included among its courses is technical diving, and

a special offer from September to November

provides a one-day introduction for 75 euros, with

the option to continue with Tec40 and 45 over 4-6

days for 637 euros. 

Do the intro session and that price is deducted

from the combo price. The combo also entitles you to

a free Drysuit or DPV speciality course.

”The area has many drop-offs covered with red

gorgonian, where a typical Tec 40 or 45 dive with

optimised nitrox and stage-diving makes sense,” 

says Najada.

✹ www.najada.com

TECHNICAL DIVER

WRECK DIVER

Bali and the Maldives
At the Siddhartha Ocean Front Resort in Bali, Werner Lau offers the

SSI Wreck Diver speciality that makes full use of easy access (five

minutes by boat) to the famous Liberty wreck (below), as well as a

relatively new wreck sunk on the house reef in 2012, the Boga. 

Students can appreciate the contrasts and similarities between an

old wreck and an artificial reef. The course costs around 220 euros.

The Maldives is not associated with shipwrecks, but Werner Lau

also offers the Wreck speciality at its Filitheyo centre there, It has two

wrecks on the house reef said to be easy to enter and interesting for

all levels of diver. 

The SSI Wreck Speciality in Filitheyo costs around US $280.

✹ www.wernerlau.com

PADI’s Wreck Diver course

explains the fundamentals

of wreck diving to help

explore a wreck safely.

With four practical dives, 

it teaches divers to identify

features and potential

hazards, along with

mapping skills and line-

laying techniques. 

The course also provides

guidance on how to dive

on wrecks respectfully,

without disrupting the

significance each site may

represent. “With the World

War One centenary of

approaching, there’s never

been a better time to

appreciate the wealth of

history on offer,”says

PADI – although it has

chosen the month before

the August anniversary 

to celebrate this skill as

Speciality of the Month. 

Complete the course

this July and get free entry

into a prize draw to win a

40-euro PADI Sportswear

clothing voucher. 

✹ www.padi.com

July’s about wrecks
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